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MHIRT TRAINEES ARE MET WITH HOSPITALITY, SUMMER RESEARCH BEGINS, AND  
THEY BEGIN TO EXPLORE THEIR SURROUNDINGS INCLUDING THE FOOD 

 
Team Thailand  
Megan Andrada, Awapuhi Lee, Aran Manalang, Marie Pagkalinawan, and Jordan Poti continue to experience Thai 
hospitality, begin research in their labs, and encounter their first rainstorm. After beginning their first week with a national 
holiday on Monday, all MHIRT trainees start their first day on Tuesday, June 4th at their respective research labs. To 
welcome the trainees, a total of 15 Tropical Medicine faculties, including mentors Dr. Pornsawan Leaungwutiwong and 
Dr. Paron Dekumyoy and staff, hosted an informal dinner of hot pot. The restaurant workers dance every now and then 
which motivated at least one of the guests (Aran) to join in! 

                        

This week, the trainees experienced heavy rain and thunderstorms, as it is the rainy 
season in Thailand. Aran described how he navigated the flood that came with the heavy rains: 
“There are a lot of malls here in Bangkok but 99.9% of the malls only sell women clothing and 
accessories. I only brought one pair of shoes with me thinking that I will just purchase more here. 
One day, during the walk home, it rained so hard that the streets were flooded. Not wanting to soak 
my one and only pair of shoes, I decided to throw it into my bag and go barefoot. It was a hard 
decision because the night before we observed many rats, as big as half the size of cats, in the 
sewers. I knew how gross that water was and how many parasites and pathogens it could be 
harboring. But I didn’t want to wet my only pair of shoes, so I went through it barefoot anyways. 
The experience was actually great! It reminded me of my childhood days back in the Philippines 
when it would rain so hard that the streets would flood, and the kids will play in them. When I got 
home, I washed my feet with soap and water. Then, I bathed my feet in alcohol.” Sounds like Aran 
made the best to enjoy the situation and exercised sensible hygiene afterwards! 

As the students settle into their labs, they report on the work they have begun. Awapuhi works with 
Ann, a PhD student and Chung a Technical Assistant who works in the lab. They made SDS-PAGE 
gels, loaded the gels, and ran them. Then they stained one gel, while they did a Western blot for 
another gel. Awapuhi also conducted an RNA extraction and a quantitative RT-PCR to determine if a 
patient from the hospital had Zika infection. (The patient did not.) Awapuhi observed that “In 
Thailand, they are very resourceful, and not wasteful. In the U.S., we take having supplies and 
funding (as students) for granted. If an ELISA doesn't work we just do it again. In Thailand, 
sometimes they can only afford one ELISA kit, so they need to make sure they do it correctly the first 
time.” 

On her first day, Megan met with her mentor Dr. Narisara Chantratita and assistant researcher Kwang who will be 
working with Megan. She described her full productive week of work as “The first 2 days were self-study days, I was 
given a list of genes (up-regulated and down-regulated) in melioidosis patients and had to select the three I would like to 
focus on this summer, and I created a presentation and explained why I chose them. On the third and fourth day I finally 
got into the lab. On Thursday, Kwang taught me how to do a Real-Time Gradient PCR. On Friday, Kwang allowed me to 
try it on my own. She answered all of my questions and checked up on me often. At first I was nervous, but she reminded 
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me to remain calm and be confident. This week, we were able to determine the best 
concentration and temperature for each gene I chose.” Furthermore Megan observed that 
shoes are removed outside the lab, and lab slippers are worn.  

Jordan’s placement is at the Thai Red Cross. On his first day, he met with his mentor Dr. 
Reshmie Ramautarsing, Dr. Tanat Topp Chinbunchorn and Dr. Ken who are physicians at 
the clinic. Dr. Reshmie and Dr. Topp direct the Prevention Program, and Jordan received a 
lecture on pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) (a medication that can prevent HIV infection and 

keep the virus from spreading throughout the body; however, it needs 
to be taken consistently to be effective). Jordan was introduced to the 
Princess PrEP project where an injectable version of PrEP is being 
piloted. Jordan explained: “That way, clients would only need to 
come in for shots once every 8 weeks.” He observed Dr. Ken’s 
rotation with patients on a very busy Tuesday because of the Monday holiday, where there were 
about 200 patients to four doctors. Jordan also began working with STATA, a bio-statistical 
analysis software program. He ended the week visiting a Thai Red Cross location called the 
RSAT clinic where most of the target clients can be easily reached and served. At this location, 
Jordan commented, “The people there were really nice, and they kept feeding me cheesecake.” 
Jordan is pictured on the left cooling off in a 7-11 convenience store on a hot day. 

Meanwhile, Marie makes initial progress on her project assessing air pollution. She meets with Dr. 
Kraichat Tantrakarnapa, her Thailand mentor who introduces her to two 
of his PhD students. Dr. Kraichat and Marie review the project and what 
she is going to do. Marie’s Hawaii mentor Dr. Sumeet Saksena (picture 
on the right) who is visiting Thailand, trains Marie on her research 
equipment, which she will be using to test air pollution levels. Marie also 
introduces her Hawaii and Thailand mentors to each other, including Mr. 
Narin Thippornchai (nicknamed “Chung”) who was representing Dr. 
Pornsawan. Marie continues to practice with the equipment by comparing Air Beam 2 and Plume 

Flow and their mechanistic differences. By the end of the week, Marie develops foot blisters from all 
the walking associated with her research project, and because of this she is not able to walk to work on 
Friday. Instead on Friday Marie visits the hospital, thanks to the assistance of Chung, Awapuhi, and 
Dr. Pornsawan, who all stay with Marie at the hospital while the doctors and nurses treat her blisters. 
Dr. Pornsawan provided her with extra wound dressing and antiseptics so she can care for her blisters 
over the weekend. The good news is that Marie is recovering well and spends the weekend on her 
cultural project reviewing Thai scripts (traditional calligraphy) and the language. This includes reading 
the history of the language and the religion, Buddhism. 

 
Team Mysore, India 
Kim Nguyen and Madison Shine have a productive week while experiencing the sights and culture of Mysore. On their 
first day of work, they were introduced to the Public Health Research Institute of India (PHRII) staff and given a tour of 
the facility. The next day, they listened to a presentation on the PHRII and its work. Kim and Madison were pleased to 
see in the presentation, a prior photo of MHIRT Principal Investigator Dr. Vivek R. Nerurkar and the PHRII 
Coordinator Ms. Poornima Jay. Wednesday, June 5th was a Ramadan holiday, and the trainees toured Mysore palace 
with their two roommates who are also from other American Institutions (more below). Thursday, they met with Ms. 
Kavitha and Ms. Anisa, “the lovely ladies who work in the lab”, who gave them an extensive tour of the lab at PHRII. 

Madison then studied the protocol for a lab technique called ELISA, which she will utilize 
for her research project. Madison studied the protocol for the day and took notes in order to 
fully understand it. Kim and Madison ended the week on 
Friday with a blackout at the workplace and were able to get 
some much-needed rest! Besides their introductory 
workweek, the trainees shopped and went sightseeing. The 
PHRII staff Lakshmi and Sanjana took Madison, Kim, 
and their roommates Krupa and Ru shopping for “kurtas”. 
Madison described kurtas as “… the long shirts, like dresses 

with slits on the sides. It was really fun to shop for them; they have really fun and 
vibrant patterns, they are also very comfy.” The four roommates all bought the same pajama shorts, “so we can all match; 
it was really cute” said Madison. On the holiday, the trainees toured Mysore Palace. Kim described the designs as 
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“intricate and complex.” They also visited St. Philomena’s Cathedral, a Catholic church, which was also “huge and also 
very beautiful!”  

        
 
Team Pune, India  
Tyler Godinet and Lindlelyn Tabula meet several pharmacy students, work through Saturday, 
and experience their first dust storm. Lindlelyn and Tyler began lab work on Thursday, June 6th 
and worked through Saturday when they performed a standard curve experiment for the 
formulation of Adefovir Dipivoxil, which they will be using as a part of their research projects. 
Lindlelyn reported: “After five trials, we were able to finalize the standard curve with an 
equation that will be used to determine unknown concentrations of the drug.” They met several 
masters’ students studying pharmacy at the Indira College of Pharmacy: Ankita, Akshay, 
Vishwajeet, Tejashree, and Sumedha. The MHIRT trainees also met Dr. Anagha Joshi, the 
Principal of the Indira College of Pharmacy, who Lindlelyn describes as “a very sweet lady.” 
On Friday, Tyler and Lindlelyn encountered a dust storm and Lindlelyn said “with dirt 
everywhere in the air BUT rain immediately came afterward which cooled me down and got rid 
of that scary dust storm.” They both reported that this was the first time either of them had ever experienced this type of 
weather. (Of course, many of us have most likely not experienced a dust storm either!) 

       
On Tuesday, they spent the “Eid” holiday going to the movies where they saw X-Men: Dark Phoenix with 
Akshay. They were surprised that they had to stand up for the Indian national anthem prior to the movie and 
that there was an intermission in the middle of the movie as well. Tyler reported that they were even more 
“shocked that there is an intermission, common for all movies.” He commented that the intermission “was a 
well received surprise since we can step out to grab more food or use the restroom.” 
 
Travel Highlights: Oh the (inexpensive) food! 
One of the first things that MHIRT trainees report (even while they begin their travels on the plane and 
airport layovers) is food. The trainees are warmly hosted and welcomed with local food dishes. Additionally, when they 
are not being hosted, they find that the food is quite cheap! 
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As Madison in Mysore, India exclaims, “Our US dollars go a long way here! I feel pretty wealthy at the moment, it’s a 
great feeling.” One of the meal highlights so far was a hole in the wall restaurant pointed out courtesy of the fellow 
trainees at PRHII in Mysore. Kim and Madison had “parathas” (bread) with curry. 
 
Team Pune, India started their stay with their first Indian meal at the college mess hall where the food was “flavorful and 
spicy” and that they “had to drink water with every bite.” However, the cooks were kind enough to not make the food so 
spicy to accommodate their palate. Tyler and Lindlelyn also went to a buffet-style lunch with Dr. Madhur Kulkarni and 
her family (Her children are excited to meet them) at The Portico. Lindlelyn described the experience: “It was an 
Indianized-Chinese cuisine and was very delicious! Lunch started with a variety of starters served directly to us, which 
consisted of prawns, chicken, vegetables, and A LOT more. After starters, we were given the option to get food from the 
buffet line, but I was very full after the starters and headed straight for dessert!” Besides the exotic local foods, 
Lindlelyn and Tyler also ate at a few American style fast food establishments: Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC), Dominos, 
and Cream Stone (similar to Cold Stone Creamery). 

                     
 
This week Team Thailand’s food highlights were the hotpots, both at the informal welcome dinner and later at AYCE and 
Sukiyaki. Awapuhi reported: “All the food is so cheap compared to home and so delicious!” It was at the MK 
Restaurants where Dr. Pornsawan and Dr. Paron treated trainees for Sukiyaki (a Japanese dish of sliced meat). Team 
Thailand students report that Dr. Pornsawan and Dr. Paron, “spoiled us and ordered so much food!” 
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